Jewish Voice for Peace’s Partner Organizations: Anti-Semites and Terrorist Sympathizers

JVP works with anti-Semitic and terrorist-supporting organizations toward the joint goal of destroying the concept of Jewish self-determination.

- JVP works closely with Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP), a viciously anti-Semitic group, to plan events on campuses. **JVP espouses SJP’s hatred of Israel and support for terrorism.**
  - SJP members have physically attacked Jewish students and have called them ‘kikes’ and other racist slurs in an effort to deliberately intimidate Jews on campuses.
  - SJP chapters across the country regularly host anti-Semitic figures and terrorist sympathizers as speakers on campuses.
  - SJP routinely calls for the complete destruction of Israel “from the river to the sea” and supports BDS as an attack against the only Jewish state.
  - Several SJP chapters have an annual memorial honoring Hassan al-Banna. Al-Banna was a proud anti-Semite who called for the genocide of the Jewish people, stating that he will “drive the Jews into the sea.” Al-Banna founded the Muslim Brotherhood, the umbrella organization of Hamas and other terrorist groups.

- JVP has attended numerous rallies with Women in Black, an organization that opposes the existence of Israel. It **supports the ethnic cleansing of all Jewish citizens** from Israel.

- JVP has been called the “Jewish wing of the Palestine Solidarity Movement (PSM).” The PSM, also known as the International Solidarity Movement (ISM), **supports Palestinian-Arabs using violent “armed struggle” against Israel.**
  - The ISM has also harbored terrorists in Israel. Moreover, the group instructs activists on its Website how to lie to Israeli soldiers to smuggle goods - in many cases weapons - past checkpoints.
    - Checkpoints set up by the IDF in Judea and Samaria exist to prevent terrorists from attacking innocent Jewish and Arab civilians. Before the establishment of these checkpoints, terrorists murdered hundreds of Israeli civilians during the Second Intifada.

- American Muslims for Palestine, a group that has partnered with JVP on numerous initiatives, **has honored and supported terrorists**, including Rasmieh Odeh, a former member of the U.S.-designated terrorist group PFLP. Odeh came to the U.S. in 1995 and lied about her terror-filled past, including her involvement in a bombing of a Jerusalem marketplace in 1969 that murdered two civilians. In March of 2015, a US court sentenced her to 18 months in prison.

- Americans for Peace Now (APN) is an affiliate and partner of JVP. APN supports the BDS movement and advocates for the legitimization of Hamas as the governing body of Gazan civilians.
  - Hamas (a U.S.-designated terrorist group) uses Palestinian-Arab civilians as human shields and has launched thousands of rockets at Israeli civilians. Hamas openly...
admitted to working 160 Palestinian-Arab children to death building terror tunnels into Israel.\textsuperscript{xvi}

- CODEPINK is an organization that denies the Jewish people’s right to the land of Israel. It also spreads lies about the IDF committing war crimes in Gaza. Additionally, it supports the claim that the founding of the state of Israel was a “tragedy.”\textsuperscript{xvii} JVP is proud to have CODEPINK as a partner.

- Jews for Racial and Economic Justice (JFREJ), another organization with which JVP partners, has claimed that anyone who supports Israel is by definition an Islamophobe (despite the fact that Israel is the only country in the Middle East to give full rights to Muslims).
  - JFREJ has defended Rasmeah Odeh, a convicted terrorist, as well as funders of terrorism in the United States, including CAIR. The group also opposes the existence of a Jewish state.\textsuperscript{ xviii}

JVP has attempted to align itself with Hillel International, a consortium of Jewish American organizations on college campuses, but has been rejected due to its virulent anti-Semitic views and its affiliations with anti-Semitic organizations and people.\textsuperscript{xix}
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